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PURPOSE

The ptirpose of the Competency Rating Scale is to provide',guidelines

3
guidance concepts into the

sound manner. A familiar analogy

a teacher might use in judging a

to teachers for the infusion of career

scgo61 curriculum in a deveilOpmentally

to a rating scale is the daily process

child's reading skills:

Does the child know the vocabulary in today's story?
Does the child know the meaning of the story?
Can he/she name the characters?
Can he/she state the main idea

It may seem overwhelming lo be asked to add more to the curriculum; actually,

career guidance cohcept ; are being taught by teachers whenever they en-

courage communication between students, stress the importance of study

skills, discuss work roles, and dozens of other thiis teachers do every

day with students.

The Competency Rating Scale is merely an attempt'to.organize the

things students need to know to be effective people. When used as suggested,

it should be a valuable tool in all g any teacher to be a better teacher;

it is a way of organizing and keeping track of the skills.each student has,

developed in nonacademic areas, what students need to learn, and what they

have already learned. It is organized developmentally so that the comparison

of individuals with peers is easy; comp4rison of one group, with another is

also encouraged. j
The Competency Rating Scale is not a test. It is a set, of guidelines

for use by a teacher. It has been left ilexible to allow the individual

-2-



.

telcher or rater to devise ilia or her own performance indicators to
.

.

r determine a child' levelof developmpnt in career guidance skills.
t

Eiamples of a ivities or situations in which a-child's performance,

might be observed are contained in the Guidance Activiies section of
l

the Comprehensive Career Guidance materials.

-3-
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COMPONENTS 1 .

o

The Competency Rating Scale consists, of a.ater's Manual for each

grade grouping, K-1, 2-4, and 5 -6 and a Cumulative Still:lent golden which
4.

is designed to 'follow eachatUdenvihroughout hie/her school career.' 1

/
Each Manual contains sections describing the criteria for rating the. ,

,

9'

students' skill leve by'Competency, use'of the Student Rating Form, how
,
,

to rate the student ,,suggestions for:Use of the information obtained,

through the Scale, and an Appendix containing all of theGoals'and

,.AObjectives for kindergarten throughlsixth grade.
.

The
46umulative Student Folder contains the Student Rating Form and

.the DevelopmentaleProfile. There are three sets of coldc-Coded \Skudent

Rating Forms,,oie for each gridegteuping K-1, 2-

:
; and 15 -6. The K-1

is on green paper the 2-4 on yellow; and the 5- op blue'paper The

Developmental- Profile consiststof a three section fold-out., one section
. ...-

for each Domain.

0

-4-
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A'BIRDS-EYE VIEW.OF'THE ORGANIZATION ,

r
.

,

The Georgia Careet Guidance Program olrgantOds'the career guidance

needs of students in kindergarten through grade kmeinIder three main t .

. .

6 ...
,, 'domains: $ .

,

Interpersonal Effectivepess Domain

5

Work and Life Skills Domain

Life Career Planning Domain

The student needs are stated in 30 comprehensive goals. Nine goals

cluster under the Interpersonal EffectiVeness Domain1, 11 under the Work

emd Life Skills Domain, and'10 under the Life Career Planning Domain./..
Each goal.is divided into Developmental Object-EC/es. These are a

*.v.

break7down the elements'of each Goal..0-They are categorized by grade,J°
groupings -1, i -4i and 5-5. Here is an example of a Goal, a Developmental*

,

Objectiv ,-a
I
nd grade groupi4g cate brines:

L. --

/.. Intergersonal Effective ess Domain
/

A. .Numan Relations Sk lls: Behavior Affects Behavior
Goal: The stddents mill be able to recognize that their

behavior toward others affects others' behavior
toward them. -

1. Actions Affect behavior
Developmental Objective K-.1: The students will be
aware of the various interpersonal relationships
in thetr'lives.,

Developmental Objective 2-4: The Iudents will under- '

stand the different types of respon es they use in
interperiponal relationships. 0

A.*
Developmental Objective 5-6: The students will be aware
of how their actiorsis affect the behavior of others.

Note: the complete listing of Domains, Goals, and
Objectives may befourid in the-Appendix, pagesA69
to 41, of thisManual.

,

a

4

-5-
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Each DiVelopmental Objective hai been further reduced to specific
,

...,

CompeAncies or.performanci objectives. Ark elample of/gCo*eiency'
-4 ( - 1

for the Eeptlopmental Objective E-1 statedsehoveie:

define interpersonal relationships.
1,

The Competencies or performance objectives specify the behavior on

xhIrch_thr child is rated. Each DevelOpmental Objective is rdduced to

\-. several Competencies; a child's average performance on these indicates

his/hex skill level on that Developmental Objective.

9

.7'

-6-
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-WHO SHOULD\,USE THE COMPETENCY RATING SCALE

. , .

The CoMpeiency Rating Scale is used to determine the'(akill level of

students on the, Developmental Objectives that are related to the Goals
,e'

of Career Cu dance set forth by the,Georpa-State Department of
-

Education._

The person who'uses the Competency Rating Scale to evaluate a-
, t-,

studanf'S skill 10.41 should necessarily be someone yho is involved with
,

the student n a daily' basis. The rating..may be a'year7ong process.
. ' .

:5--!" .. ,

The logical person. to do the rating, then, would seem to be the class-

rodim-teachet; in most cases: I team teaching situations, the teachers

will /Seed to decide at the'beginning of the school term which students

each will be.respbusibie foryating.-

WHEN SHOULD THE COMPETENCY RATING SCALE BE USED

9' "-The Competency Rating Scale is designed to b used in one of two

ways; it may be used at both the beginning and end f the school 'year

or it may be used only at the end of the school term.

In the first case, when it is used at the beginning and end of the

school year, a prerating and a postrating provide the maximum information

to the current teacher and to the futUte teacher of the student. The

prerating can guide the teacher in planning experiences for the class to

Awa.
enhance the areas where students lOWt to be incompetent in career guidance

7

skills. The postrating would prdVid-e-the current teacher with some

indication of growth and might enable him/her to revise teaching strategies

-8-



for the following year. The postratigg would also provide the future

teacher of the'student with a recent opinion on the status of the student

on the career guidance skills. It would allow him/her to make plans for

teaching before the beginning of the'school term.. In the case where the
4

Competency Rating Scale is aced only at the end of the school year, it

is considered to be a postratingand has the same properties as the

postrating described above,
1

The Competency Rating Scale Form should be completed for each

student on one of the two schedules described above for each school term,

tindergarten through sixth grade. The time involved for the rater will

probably not exceed two days; the process, of assessing skills continues

throughout the year, however transfer students or those.repeating grade

levels will require some special consideration.

In the case of the transfer student, especially one transfering from

-a,school where the Competency Rating Scale has not been_msed, and thus

where there is no previous rating for the child, the rater should prerate

the student. This should.be done only AFTER the'child has adjusted to

the new school, environment and the rater has had an opportunity to

observe the child. The rating can aid the teacher in deciding how the

new student compares to classmates on the skills rated and in determining

any curriculum adjustment that,might need to be made for this child.

In the case of the child who is repeating a grade level, the rater

merely needs to acquire a second Student Rating Form for the grade level

-9-
j.



repeated: The years Should be recorded on it to show that the student

repeated. The same Developmental Profile chart may be used; the new

profile an be completed in a different color of,ink or lead. The

appropriate school year should be noted beside the rating.

Note: Use of the Developmental Profile is fully explained on page 56.

I

-10-
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HOW TO USE THE COMPETENCY RATING SCALE

This part of the Rater 's Manval is divided into several sections

with the intent of providing complete information in an easy-to-use

format..

The sections are:

1. Organization of the Skill Level Criteria

2. Skill Level Criteria

3. Opportunities for Rating Students

4. Example of Test Situations

5. The Rating Scale: Choosing a Degree of Proficiency

6. The Rating Form

7. Directions for Rating Students

a

t,



ORGANIZATION OF THE SKILL 'VEL 16ITERIA

. The following sect an outline of the Goals, Developmental

Objectives, and Competencies for the K4 deVilopiental,leyel.- The

, Goals and their Developmental Objectives and CoOpetenCies cluster uncle*

three Domains; Interpersonal Effectiveness, Work and Life. Skills, and
0.

Life Career Planning.

4 The C9mpetencies are really performance Objectives or'behirOioral

criteria for the assessment of the student's skill level at a given

'Developmental ObjeCtive. All of the Developmental Objectives and

Competencies have been written to agree with the difficulty hierarchy

of acquiring knowledge found in B. S.: Bloom's Taxonomy of Educational

Objectives, Handbook I: Cognitive Domain.

.Eloom,,divides the Cognitive Domain into the followingilierarchy

of major Evrages:

1. Knowledge
1. Comprehension
3'. Application
4. Analysis
5., Synthesis
6. Evaluation

Y.

`IThe'chart below represe4ts the stage of cognition emphasized at each4

grade level in the Coimpetency Rating Scale. Only the first two stages

are emphasized at these grade levels.

-13-



Stages

4noWledge

Comprehension

K 1 3 4.

The first stage, Knowledge, is the only one used in the K-1

De4iopmental,ObjeCtives and Competencies. Awareness is the,term used

in te Developmental Objectives to denote the Knowledge stage of

learning. SUch behaVioral terms as define, 'describe, identify, know,

list, and recognize are used in the Competencies of the Developmental

'Objectives at this level.

The following definitions may be of use to the rater in both,

understanding the intent of tte Developmental Objectives and in knowing

whaao look for in rating .Students on the Competencies.

Knowledge as defined here includes those behaviors (. . .) which

emphasize the remembering, either by 'recognition or recall, of

tdeas, material, Or phenomena., The behavior expected of the

student in the recall situation is very similar to thf or

he was expected to have dur, the original learning si ion.

(. . . .) The process of relating and judging is also involved

to the extent that the student is expected to answer questions

or problems which are posed in a different form in the [evaluation]

situation than in the original learning situatiowlploom, 1956, p. 62).

-14-



DEFINITIONS

1, Define : -explafn't nature of something or make the meaning of
something,Clear through stateungn1 or discussion.

°

2. DCbcribe : tell in words how a person looks", feels, or acts, or how
$ a place, a thing, or an event looks.

3. . Identify

OP

4. Know

-)f
recognize as being a particular person or thing; prove to
be the same as something else.

tell apart from others, be acquainted with: have the factsY
of something or be-skilled in something.

5. List orally xelate a series of names, numbers, or wordskor
"phrases.

' 6: Recognize: remembering something as having been seen or known or
'heard before. 0.

-15-



SKILL LEVEL CRITERIA

)

Developmental Level-
Kinuergarten Through First Grade,-

Note: The # sign before any Developmental Objective indicates that
there is a complimentary activity in the Guidance Activity
section of theCymprehensive Career Guidance materials.

-16-



DOMAL: INTERPERSONAL EFFECTIVENESS

N40,
A. Human Relations Skills: Blhavior Affects Behavior

.;"

-r
.

'fiThe students are able 'to recogniie that their beiliviot toward %/.otherAs afteers ethers' behavior toward them. 't

#1. Interpersonal Relationships:- The students will !le aware of the
various interpersonal relationships in their lives.

The students will be able to:

'define interpersonh relations 3Js.

identify interpersonal relationships . with peers.

identify interpersonal relationships with angina.

'identify interpersonal relationihips-with teachers.

'identify interpersonal relationships with parents.

identify interpersonal relationships with tiler adults.

2. Resionses: The students will be aware of the different types
of responses they use in interpersonal-relatiohships.

The students are able to:

'recognize verbiliresponses.

identify verbililresponses they use in terms of quiet or noisy.

recognize verbal responses they use, as being questions,
statements, or exclamations.

recognize that they use pleasant and unpleasant verbal
responses.,

identify the verbal responses they use with peers.

identify the verbal responses they use with'adulis.

/



r

'recIgnie nonverbal responses.
nodding head, klapping, waving, etc.

1,

)r- The stuAentl will be ableyto demonstrate an under:4xiding,of the,'"
and ,

/ Orowess'ofliking And keeplpg:friendships. _ ,

KA.'

identily
cnois

recognize

o

(_, .

.. .

b a they inonverbal respones,tey use n of quiet or

tIte-nonv4al,responsesyt usa..
,

'q
i /

and unpleasant
.,.

recopiie that, they use_pleasant
rd'incionsps .

.#

'44entifythe.-nonverbAl responses

:..idettOY the nonverbal responses

-

B.-Altman:Relations Filenddhips

nonverbal

they use with peers.

they, us et wfth' adults.

#1.:'EriendshipCharactekistics:' The studentS:wAll be Silare
'1;killA and characteristics that make up a friendship.

cl
e The'rkodents are able to:

P-7

- r.

'define what sharing means.

Of the

recognize that-sharing is a characteristic of, friendship.

'define waysto solve problems between two people.

'recognize that skill in problem- solving is necessary for
friendships.

C. Human Relations Skills: Expressing OpinionA'and Heliefs

The students will to ablAtodemonstrateJan awareness of various,
methods of expressing their opinions and beliefs.

#1. Responses: The student will be aware of different typesof
responses.

-18-



i.

The students are able to:

define what a verba1',,response is.

f

. *
identify verbal regopopses in terse of statements questiohs,
or exclamations",

rrecognize verbal re4oeses that relate to the topic bf,,
discussion: ,

*aefine a.nonverbalrresponse.

'recognize wayS that silence can be 'usa4,aa a response.'
t

*recognize ways.that body language cap he used as a re, pOnse.
'18,

,recogeize that understanding' the .meaning 41of n nver
is. mportant.

Y -/",

a1 resunses :

0 4.4

D. Hyman Relations Skilll: Acceptable Behavivkin Groups

The students will bt aKeito'identify sociy acceptable behaviors
,occurring in a group situation.

or

. Group Situations: The students will be aware of various group
situations.

The students are ableto:

*define theMea

identify larg

identify sma

ing of,group.

1,

groups of whi they art memberS.

groups of which they -are members.

idenkify peer groups' of which they're members.

identifymixed (chiOren and adults) groups tf which
they are members.

#2. 'Behaviors, That Help or Hinder: The students will he aware
of those behaviors that help or hinder group cooperation and
effectiveness. /

f
41.

-19-
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t 1

, The. students are, able to:

recognize that listening helps group cooperation and
effectiveness: ,, .

. .
.

recognize that taking turns helps_grotip cooperation and /-
effectiveness.

'r e
N

ecogniz that paying attention helps grotip cooperation
and effectiveness. ,

,

recognize that partic vation helps group cooperatibn)
and effectiveness:

. .'
. .---

-
. .

recognize that endouiagetent helps group cooperation
ana effectiveness. .,

*(encquragement: focusing on assets and. strengths to build
self,-confidence and selt_esteem.)

.
. , , ,

recognize that;. interrupting hinders'grdup cooperation
andveffectiVeness.

,../ ,, 4.,
r.' .,

)..

rqognice that not paying attention to others hinders group
cooperation and effectiveness.

l... ''.

recognize
d

that pot getting involved hindersYigroup cooperation
and.effectiveness.

recognize-that discouragement hinders group cooperation and
effectiveness.

(discouragement: focusing on mistakes and weaknesses to
-erode self-confidence'and self-esteem; discpbragement results-
in negative behavior.).

E. Relating With Significant Others: cimpetitiveness sad Cooperativeness

Fhe sliudents will be able to recognize thleffects of competitiveness
and cooperativeness with both peers and adults.

#1. Cooperativeness: The sOdents will be aware of what constitutes
cooperativeness.

-20-
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The students are able to:

define co4erativeness. 1

Ik(cooperativeness: working together toward.a common goal...)

recogntke from examples those situations where cOOpeiativenessi,
is demonstrated.

/
Competitiveness: The -students Will4be aware of what constitutes

:competitiveness.

The' student's are able .,too:

-r 4011
'deft oompetitivepeas ,

*(competitiveness: contending with othFrs fot.Orofit,
or position_;,a contest.)..-,

Zrecognize from,examplethose'sitqapfOns
ins demonstrated.. .

/6

prize, _

where. competitiveness

F. Relating With Significant Others: Famj_ly Relationships

The students will, be able to recognize the`value and the_process
of establishing an effective relationship with their

1. Roles of Family Members:- The students will be aware of the
roles of each member of their families.

The students are able to:

'define family.
*(include each me9per_of,e<sehold, whether actually

related or not.)

list various family roles.
*(i.e. baby, cook, helper, gardener, etc.)

list the roles of each member in their families.

#2. Family Relationships-Their Own: The studehts will be aware of
their family relationships.

"*.ct
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The atuden are able to:,

'd be their relationships.with their mothers.

'Apierib theit relationships with their fathers..

.

descri e their relationships with their brothers and sisters.

describe their relationships with any other persona living
with the family, related or not.

recognize that relationships differ just as individuals. differ.

G. Self Va dation: Worthwhileness

The etudents will be able to achieve feelings of worthwhileness.

0
Distinguishing Factors: The students w 11 be aware of,factors
that distinguish self from otherS.

The s s are,sble to:

'list physical factors that disting sh self 'from others.

'list emotional factors that dietinguis from.galles.
*(i.e. cheerfulness, temper, shyness, etc.)

'list social and economic factors that distinguish self from
others.

\\

'list intellectual factors that distinguish self from others.

#2. Feelingsnd Causes: The students will be aware of feelings
and their causes.

The students are able to:

'know that sadness is a feeling.

'net whit causes them to feel sad.-

:know that anger is a feeling.

-22-



'list what causes them to feel angry.

know that happiness. is a.feeling.

list what causes them to feel happy.

'know. that fear is efeeling."

4liet.what ceases them to feel afraid.

'know that being proud is a feeling.

'list what causes them to feel proud.

S. Self Validation: Control Over Self and Environment

The students will be able to recognize that they can exercise
some control over themselves and,their. envitonment.

#1. Affecting Things and Others: The students will be aVare that
they affect things and others around th*m.

The students ,are able to:

-describe how they affect things and others in the Classroom.

-describe how they affect things and others in their homes.

-describe how they affect things and Others in their
neighborhoods. ./

I. Self Validation: Individual Differences

The students will'he able to demonstrate an understanding'thatuall
individuals, incldding themselves, have different and varying Persona
characteristics and abilities which distinguish them from one
another, and that certain of these chaiacteristics and abilities,
may change from time to time.

4

#1. People: Alike or Different. The students will be intare.of
ways that people are alike and/or different from them. 4-

-23-



7.

The students are able to:

'define like and different.

'identify some basic personal characteristic*
*(i.e. eyes, mouth, hair color, height, etc.)

t

:identify some personal characteristics of others.

'identify ways they are like and different from Obbers.

-24-



111
DOMAIN: WORK AND LIFE SKILLS

:A. Daily Living:. Consumer Skills

The students will be &Ole to identify consumer skills that are
used in daily living. a,

01. The Consumer: The students will be aware of what a consumer is
and what he/she does.'

The students are able to:

..clefine consumer.
*(consumer: a person who buys or uses things.)

'list what a consumer does.

"recognize themselves as consumers.

'recognize family members as consumers.

B. Daily Living: School Relevancy:

The students will be able to identify the relevancy of school
subject matter and the school experiences to community, home,
leisure, and occupations.

I. School Experiences: The students will be aware of the school
academic and social experiences at their grade level.

The students are able to:

'list school social experiences they encounter at their grads,
levels.

'list school academic experiences they' encounter at their grade
levels.

2. School RelatesIto Family: The students will be aware of how
school academiCrand social experiences relate to the activities
of family members in the home.

The students ate able to:

-25-



'list their family members.

'identify the activities, of their family members.

-*identify a hope acttliity they'engage in which uses school
'academic or social experiences.

identify a home activit an adult engages in which uses a
school academic. or socia experience.

4.

C. Task Responsibility/Employability: Dependency in Task Accomplishment.

The students will be able to recognize that others depend on'them
in helping perform a task and will be able to identify situations
in which people depend on each Other to perform certain tasks.

,, 7

Participation: The'students will be aware of activities.in
which they can participate.

#1

The students are able to:

list those atitivitesin which they can participdte.

identify from examples those things they can do.

D. Task Responsibility/Employability: Value From Tasks Well Done

The students will be able to reco ize the valtie (personal
rewards) which comes from a task w done.

1. Ability To Accomplish Tasks: The students will be aware of tasks
that they are able to accomplish.

The students are, able to:

'list thode tasks that they are able to accomplish.

'identify from exdffiples those things they can accomplish.

'define reward,
4



P.
A

. Task Responsibility/Employability:, Purpose and Steps of a Task
,

The studenes,will be able to, Recognize that tasks have a purpose
and that steps-are_followJd in completing a task.

0

1. ,Tasks] The students will lie aware of .tasks carried out. by
themselves.

The Students are able to:

-

list those tasks that they carry out themselves.

'identify from examples those tasks they can carry out
themselves.

#2.
.

'Task Purpose: The etudents will be.aWere of the purpose of
those tasks carried-out by themselves and others.

The students are able to:

recognize the purposes of thosetasks they can accomplish;

recognize examples th purposes of those tasks others
accomplish.

F. Task Isemonsibility/Employability: Peraonal CharettelltatiCe end
,Job Fields

The students will be able to recognize certain personal character-
istics that are related to job fields.

#1., Jobs: The students will be -aware of various jobs.

The students are able to:

nist several jobs performed in their community.

'recognize that there are prodUct-oriented and service-
'oriented occupations.

identify Some product-oriented"'Occupations.
*(product-oriented occupations: job6 in which workers make

or'repair things.)



i

i

identify some service- oriented occupations.
*(service-oriented occupations: jobs in which workers do

fh4ngs for us.)

G. Work and Le3suve Environment: Work and Leisure Activities.

the'students will be able to distinguish between work and leisure
tims activities.

#1. Work: The students will be aware of (.1hat work means:,

The students are able to:

'define work.

'identify examples of workvfrom situations presented to
them.

Leisur The students will be aware of what letiure means.

The students .are able't :

define leisure (or free time).

'identify examples of leisure from situations presented td

3. Work Activities: The students will be aware of,varioub work
activities.

The students are able to:

list work activities involving themselves.

list work activities peKformed by others.

isure Activities: The students dill' be aware of mariou,S
Le :ure time activities.

The sOdents are able to:
# ,

.list lefspre activities involving themselves.

ty



list le Sure activities performed by others.

H. Work and Leisure Environment: Respect For Work Done Well
,

.

The students will be able tri recognize that respect TS due to others,
for the contributions they make in their various roles and when their
work is well dons regardless of its nature.'

1. Worfi Roles of Those:Around Them: The studeniawill be, aware
of-the work roles of people around them.

The students are able to:

identify various people with whom they ate involved.

.define woric, role.

list work toles of peopi around them.
*(i.e. teachers, custodian, cook, etc.)

2. Work Roles Purposes: The students will be aware that each work
role has a purpose.

P

The students are able to:

*list. the purposes of the.work roles of the people around them.

-list the purposes of their work roles as students.

#3. RespectL The students will be aware of the meaning of respect.

The students are able to: QI\

define respect.

recognize yap others show respect toward them.

recognize ways 'they may show respect toward others.

'irecognize situations in which respect isbeing given.

-29--
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I. Work and Environments' All Peoplifork

The student's will-be able to recogniz that all people perform
. some type of work. .

Work: The students will be aware of what work means.

r

The studeitts itre'able to:

.define work.
.64 1

) '

-*identify fiob situations presented to them example,of work

4,

#2. Work ActIVities: The students will-he-aware of varioud
work activities.

students are able to:

list' various work activities.

gist wori acti ties in which they are inVolved.

3. FamilYjMembers Work The students will be aware thai family
members'work.

The students are able to:

identif4 the members of their families.

identify the work that each fa ly member does:

0-

J. Work and Leisure,Environments: Work Roles Change /Multiple. Roles

The students will be able toognize that work rolesmay change
. during one's career or that a worker may have multiple roles
-at the same time.

#1. Change: The students will be aware that change does take place
throughout teir lives.
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The students are able to:
'(

' define change.

describe the'changee that have and are taking, place in-their
lives.

r
2. ,Worker: The students will be aware of what a worker i .

. ti

The-students are able to:

define worker.

1 -

"identify Workers from examples given to them.'

ti

K. Work and Leisure Environments: Interests and Abilities Relate to
Job Clusters

The students will be able to recognize that there are families
<clusters) of jobs which relate to one another and that one's
interests and abilities can relate to several Jobs as a result,

'1. Job,: The students will be .$w e of various jobs.

The students are able to:

(

list several jobs performed in their community:

#2. Job Fields Relate: The students will be aware hit--some Job
fields relate to other job fields.

The st )Idents are able to:

recognize that there are product- oriented and service.,
oriented occupations.

0>

identify some product-oriented occupations.
*(product-oriented occupations: jobs in whith workers make

or repair things.)

identify some service-oriented occupations.
*(service-oriented occupations: jobs in which workers do

things for us.)
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list soma job fields that; are related (go together
--*(i.e. doctors-nurses, park ranger-farmer, etc.)

%Oa

4
*b..)

II

r-
-32-
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DOMAIN: ,-
/'
LIFE CAVILER PLANNING

A. Planning Skills ;. Attitudes and Values Affect Decisions,,, Actions,'
and Life Styles

Ths students will be able;to recognize_that attitudes and values
Aajlect decisions; actions; ancflife styles. ,

1

.

. ...,.-

I4 attitudes1. Attitudes and Valuei4, The students will be aware, of wh t attitudes
.t.dnd Nislues are.

o .

66

The students are able to:
4_

'define attitude.
*(aiktitude: a mood or feeling toward Amething, usually 44\

positive or negative terms.) -

J 'define value.
*(value: 'some king that a person values is schettipg that

is very'impor nt to that person.)
. ,

.\---

.1 1.

6.

#2. Everyone Has Attitudes and Vilues: The dtulents-will be aware
that attitudes and values exist for everyone.

The 'students are able to:

,:identifythe attitudes of their classmates on a particular
xlIsubject.

identify their ()On attitudes toward that subject. ;.-
t

'identify the value placed on an object kw their cl tee.
----. -L .

Pjej 4t $

...

'identify the values they themselves plac on ghat object.
t

, ..

B. Planning Skills 'Decislons Made By Self a d OttArdi
110

4 '

.
it.The studeits will be able to recognise, tha they pike decisions and

' that, their lies are influenced by decisions made by themselves and
by others.

r.
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.1. Decision-Making: The students will be aware of what decision-
making 'means.

e students are able to:

'define decision-making. t

recognize! from examples decision-Taking situations.

#2. Everyone Makes ; decisions: The students will be aware that
everyone makes decisions.

The students are able to:

'list deCisions'thot they make thEmselves.

'--
'list decisions that their-parents make.

. .-, "list Ofeisiond that their`ti'achersImake.

L
! i

'list decisions that.t air classmates make.

,
.

- A !
00!

C. Planning Ski.l.s-C Alternative-Decision-Makingurses
.

..4,

...
: . .:,.... ; 44

of ,
. ),

The studefits will be able to recogreize Oat there can be alternative, .

decision-making courses, with differing consequences.
-,

#1. 'Decision-Making4 The students will be aware, of what decision-7

making, means. 4

*(This objective is the same as Goal, Objective.#1.)

The students, are able to:'

define decision-making.

recognize from examples decision-making situations.

"r*
2. Everyone Makes Decisions:" The students will be aware that

everyone makes decisrdnsi
*(This objective is the same as Goal Ey," Objective #2.)

The students are able to:

'list decisions that they make themselves.

\ 134-
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cisions that.their parent& make.

.list'decisions that their teachers make.

list de ciiions that their classmates make.

D. Planning Skills: Planning vs
-

The stilde4s will be able to
effective plerforrance than d
approach,to a task.

4,

di. Planning Process: The
process.

, Trial and Error,

ognize.ithatnplaidiline leads to a to
s chance dr the "trial and error"

students

The students are able to:
4

define the planning process.

will be aware of the planning

'identify from situations presented to thm

/
/ ...:17

. Trial and Error: The students
error approach to a task.

The students are able to:

.

.define what is meant by trial and error.

e,X$/apleEl of planning.

4,44

will be aware of the tria

'identify from situations presente0-to them examples of the
trial and/ errptr approach to tasks.

E. Educertional hnvironment:
Skills

The students will be able
SkillS.

Ddmonstratin$ Effective Study and'Learning

to demonstrate effealve study and learning

#1. Siudlyland LearninacSkills': The students will be
constitutes effective study'and learning skills.

ei4
1

I

1

aware of what



The students are able to:

'define skill.

recognize
study and

recognize

*recognize

recognize
skill.

recognize
skill.

that reading and reading comprehension are effective
learning:skills.

that writing is an effective study. Ad learning skill.

that listening is an effective study and learning

that attentiveness is an effective study and learning

that the ability to question is an effective learning

F. Educational Environment:, Using Listening and Speaking Skills

The students will be able to employ listenlng and speaking skills
that ntlow for .involvement in classroom discussions and activities.

#1. Listening Skills: The students will be aware of listening skills
and how to use them in the classroom.

The students are able to:

*define listening (as opposed toMlearing).

'recognize that attentiveness is a prerequisite for listening

'identify situations wgere attentiveness occurs in the classroom.

'recognize that knowing when to listen and when to speak
(timing) occurs in the classroom.

*identify.situations where knowing when to listen and when
to speak (timing) occurs in the'classroom.

'reco'gnize that listening for,tht content of the spe'aker's
message is a helpful skill.



'identtfy-aituations where listen n for,the content cif
the speaker's message occurs in t classroom.

"recognize that listening to remember isa helpful skill.

'identify situations where listening to remember occurs in'
'the classroom.

. Speaking Skills: The students will be aware of speaking skills
and how to'use them in the classroom.

The students are-able to:

'define'speaking in relation to speaking skills.
*(i.e., to express oneself, verbally relitya message, as
opposed to babbling, etc.):

--
reCognize that preliminary skills are necessary before actual
verbalization:
*(i.e. raise their hands to get attention, wait until their

turn to speak, responding when spoken to, etc.)

..identify situations in the classroom where these. preliminary
'skills occur. 1
recognize thaApeaking distinctly is a helpful skill.

f'identify situations in the classroom where speaking distinctly
proves helpful.

recognize that speaking with an adequate voice level is a
helpful skill. .

*(i.e. not too loudly, not too softly.)

'identifying situations in the classroom where an adequate
voice level proves helpful.

recognize that responding appropriatly is a helpful speaking
skill.

'identify situations where responding appropriately occurs in
the classroom.

'recognize that contributing to the topic at hand is a helpful
speaking skill.

'identify situations where contributing to the topic a; hand
occurs in the classroom.
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G. Educational Environment:1 Evaluating Ability, Progress and
Methods Of Improvement

The students will be able to realistically, evaluate ability,
_progress, and methdds of improvement in various subject areas.

112-.. Evaluation: T e,students will be aware of various methods
of evaluatil.

The stiAents are able to:

:hiefine evaluation.

:ideniify various w4ys of evaluating.

recogniz that eValUation take% place in their classroom.

:recognize ,/ysihat;,,,,evaluation takes place in'their classroom.

H. Self Understanding: .IndIvidual Abilities A:fd in Task Accomplishment

The; students will be able to recognize how individual abilities
aid in accomplishing different tasks. W

#1. Abilities: The students will be aware of the hilities4of
themselves and others.

The students are able to:

define ability
*(ability: the power. Or skill to do.soie special thing.)
. - -

identify abilities found in classmates

identify abilities found in theliselves.

I. Self Understanding: Learning. In Life, ituations

The students, will be able to recognize that:learning occurs in
all typesof life situations.

r



1. 'Learning: The students will. be aware of what constitutes
4' learning.

The students are able to: .

'define learning as being able to do anything they could not
do before.

'identifY various learning sitautions.

42. Learning In Their Lives.: The students will be are that
learninefakes place in their daily lives.

The students are able to:

.1-ist learning situations that occur for them at.school.

list earning situations that occur-for them at home.

'list le rning-situations that occur in the community.

J. Self Understanding: Clarifying and Exvnding Interests and Cap-
s. abilities"

1

The students wilj. be able to appreciate the value of clarifying
and expanding their interests and capabilities.

#1. Interests.and Capibilities: The students will be aware of their
interests and capabilities.

The students are able to:

.define interests.'

1!

:.define capabilities.

'identify from examples those situations which involve
interests.' I'

40'

'identify from examples those situations which involve
capabilities.
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR RATING STUDENTS
.....

, How does one go about-rating a chil his/her skills,., a given

area? The following suggestions may be useful to the rater i develok!!!

opportunities for making decisions about rating students on C petennies:

Direct ohservation of the student under varied circumstances: Tye
2

well be the best source of ratings. Such circumstances could include
J.

the classroom, the playgroLd, lyachroom, hallway, and special classes -

or programs. Watching the student in normal interaction in these settings

could be supplemented by the provision of stories or fictitious situay.otT

4
that lend themselves to the performance of certain Competencies.(i

4
Discussions can prove to be valuable as can oral or written tests and

-s

student
self- ratings. ,/

The first step. in getting ready to assess the children prior to

actually rating them is for THE RATER TO BECOME THOROUGHLY FA}ItLIAR

. WITH THE GOALS, DEVELOPMENTAL OBJECTIVES AND COMPETENCIES. It might be

useful for the rater to develop his/her own performance indicators such

as: "The student will choose the: correct definition of 'verbal response'

from a list read by an exalt Such performance indicators could be

put on a check List as describe:, below.

It could be helpful for the rater to keep a notebook or log with

notes on informal assessment of the students' Career Education skills.

A spiral ar looseleaf notebook organized to suit the rater's needs would

seem appropriate.
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A sample entry in such a log might be:

1-13-79

4
Tod Stu was able to tell me how he helps his mother.

1-10-79

Stu shared his expeiience of going shopping with his mother in
a Magic Ciicle woup today.

1-17-79

Stu chose pictures of five activities he'does with his mother.

Another useful method of keeping track of student skill level might

be through'use of a skill check list such as the one that follows.

.
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T SAMPLE

COMPREHENSIVE CAREER GUIDANCE

COMPETENCY RATING SCALE

Skill Check Sheet 1.

.

Developmed01 Objective: The students willebe aware of the skills and
characteristics that makeup a friendship.

Performance Indicator Children's Initials

/

\\Shared

C.6 a Vii

V(
.

Took turns

, -

/
/

Encouraged another .

P/'

Respected &mother's
contribution

V

Compromised
Y/f

#

Asked another to help
or play

,

-

Successfully solved a
conflict with another
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EXAMPLE OF TEST SITUATIONS

the following section is. designed to aid the rpter in determining

ways of checking a student's skill on a Competency from the Competency

Ratiitg Scale., Skill Level Criteria. i'here is an example given for4each

of the hehavioral terms used at the Knowledge level of learning: The

CompetenCy statements are taketi directly ftom.the Skill Level Criteria.
w.

Competency: 'define interpersonal relationships:

Examples of ways of testing:

1. Ask the child to -tell you what the phrase means.

2. Include the following questions on a test:

Interpersonal relationships are how people act when they
are together. T F

Interpersonal relationships are thoughts you have when you
are alone. T F

Interpersonal relationships are:

a., thoughts
b. feelings
c. friendships
d. - games

Competency: 'describe their relationships with their mothers.

Examples of ways of testing:

1. In a group setting, have children tell what their mothers
do for them pnd what they do for their mothers.

2. Individually have children tell you abnut they and
their mothers do together:

3. Given a list of activities such
, ," go shopping,

help me when I am sick, bring me , nhool c., the child
will say, which activities are true i his/heL relationshi
with his/her mother.
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Competency: 'identify interpersonal relationships with peers.
ti

Examples of ways 'Of testing:

1. The child will name those people who are his/her friends,
classmates, playmates, neighbors, fellow church members,'
fellow club members, people he/she helps, people who
help him/her.

2. Given ,a box of pictures of all of- his/her classmates, the
student will sort them into some of the above categories.

Competency: 'know that sadness is a feeling.

Examples of ways of testing:

1.° When asked to name feelings, the child will include
sadness as one. ,

2. On a test, the child will correctly respond to the
following questions:

a. Sadness is a feeling. T F

b.. One of the words I will say is not a'feeling.
Tell me which word is not a feling:,:
-happiness
-noise
-sadness
-anger

c. Complete the following sentence:
Sadness is a

. (feeling)

d.0 I will'say some words. If a word is t4name of
a feeling, draw a circle around it Circle the words
that are feelings.

*joy, *mad, *sadness, frui *happy, finger, friend,
*scared, big dog. t 4

None: *indicates words to be circle d't

Competency: 'list various family roles.



Examples of ways of testing;

1. As part of a group discussion, hava children give the
various roles of people.in a family such as baby, cook,
house cleaner, dishwasher, helper, nurse, etc.

2. From a group of pictures depicting roles of family members
have a child sort those that represent the mles of his/her
family; alternately, have the child-sort_the pictures for
each family member.

Competency: 'recognize verbal responses.

Examples of ways of testing:

1. In a group setting, rhe child will give a signal or in
some way indicattWhen someone is. giving a verb (as
opposed to a non-verbal) response.

0
2. Listening to a story read by a teacher or peer,ithe child

will indicate when a verbal responses Is given i#O another
character in the story.

3. After giving a verbal irp nse 0 someone such as answering
a question, asking a ques ion of making a comment, the child
will indicate that he /s has made a verbal resronse to
someone.
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THE RATING SCALE: CHOOSING A DEGREE OF PROFICIENCY

0

ompetency

Minimum
Level
Competency
30%

2

Functional
Level
COmpetency
60%

v

I

Ntery
Level
Competency .

90%

e

The rater has four ratings to chops, from when evaluating

student performance of each Developmental Objective The rater

ghoul, think of this scale as a continuum ranging E'rom zero to 100 per-
...

cent. Since the number of Competencies vary from Objective to Objective,

the number. of C etencies representing a specific percntage will also

vary. An explanation of the meaning Qf each rating is given below.

NO COMPETENCY -n ohtain'.his rating 'for a Developmental

lye, able to demonstrate skill'in the

Competencies stated for that Objective.

MINIMUM LEVEL COMPETENCY. -1- To obtain this rating for the

Developmental Objective, the student will be able to demonstrate-

skill in only the most basic Competencies stated for that Objective.

C%On a percentage basis, this could mean that the student is able to

demonstrate skill in at least 30% of the Competencies for the

Objective being rated.



FUNDAMENTAT !YAM!. (71!413vTrA7ry
c

cl.te," :hi. Lai...1414s foL

Dev lopmental Objective, the student is able to demonstrate

skill in most o5 the Competencies stated or that Objec

On a percentage basis, this would mea that the student is

able to demonstrate skill in at least 60% ofothe Competencies

for the Objective'being rate-d.

0
)

MASTERY -EVEI. COMPETENCY -3- To obtain this rating for a

Developpwntat Objective, the student must demonstrate skill in
,

. .

most of the Competencies stated for the Objective.' On a

percentage basisZ this would mean that the s udent demonstrates

%hskill i;)at least 90% of the 4petenCkes for e 00ectivel

being rated.
fig

K %
\V,

rating Timber is s lected as follows:

a. Count the total number of Competencies for the Developmental
Objective being rated.

Determine the number of these Competencies the child being
rated shows skill in. 4,

c. D the child's number of Competencies by the total number
of Com cies to obtain the percentage.

mko d. The number from the Rating Scale that is closesto..the percentage
obtained above is the rating for that child on that Developmental
Objective.
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T = total number of Compi,t7';ncies 'for tbc Developmental Objective.

Example: For the K-lje el, Interpersonal effectiveness Domain,
Goal A, Develo mental Objecti;e 2 there are 12 Competencies.<

T = 12
%

S = the number of those Competencies in which the child being rated
shOws 'dkill.

j'

Example: Kindergarten stident has shiman skill in-four of these 12
Competencies.

Forfula:

S = 4.

S divided by T = %

4 divided by fl2 = 33% a rating of 1.

-48--"
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THE RATING FORM

Please-refer to a Cumulative Student Folder, Comprehensive Career

Guidance, Competency Rating Scale as you'read this section.
N I

The Cumulative Student Folder'is designed to follow'the student

throughout his/fiek school career. The student's name mar ,be written on
.

the folder tab;. Otherwise, the folder is only identified as folfbws:

Cumulattve,Stildent Folder

Comprehensive-t#reer Guidance

Competency-katling Scale.

The folder contains Competency'Rati g Scale Fords;.these7are

distinctive for K-1, 2-4, and 5-6 grade level groupings, Each level

of the RatinvScale contains places for rating each of the Developmental

Objectives stated in the Competency Rating Scale Skill Le4e1

Tbese are presented in their abbreviated f9rms. There is a place

beside each Developmental Objective to circle the rater's assessment
P

of the child's .skill leVel for that'Objective. The numbers represent

the percentage of the-Competencies for that Objective that the child

can perform. (The reader iS referred to the explanation of the Scale'

on the ieceeding page.) There is a blank to the right of each Goal

where the average of the ratings for the Objectives of that Goal may

be 'written- The average is obtained by summing the ratings and

dividing by the number of Developmental Objectives.
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The folder also contains the Developmental Praile, The Profile

is comprised of a three page fold-out, a cover page containing,

identifying information and the three pages containing graphs for

charting the child's average Coal rating at each grade level, K-6.

Each page represents one of the Domains. The Developmental Profile

is assembled and designed to be used by all raters of the child through-

out his/her grade school career. The identifying information on the

cover includes the student's name, birthdate, school name and location.

There is space for thepter's signature eachyear and for the dime

of that year's rating.

In the section of. thisInanual devoted to directions for rating, the

use of these forms will be specified with examples.

4
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DIRECTIONS FOR RATING STUDENTS

This section of the manual'explains'in detail the mechanics of4

rating :a student on Career Guidance Skills.y Examples of completed forms,

-'Nitay be found immediately following these directions.

Know the Criteria Skills The first step in beginning, to rate
-

students on the Career Guidance Skills

is for the rater to become THOROUGHLY

FAMILIAR with the,GOals, DevalOpmental.

Objectives, and Competencies for the

child's level, K.4, 27-4,: or 5-6.

It is importut because the rater must

be alert to the behaviors that show

skills to be rated as they,pccir.in

informal situations, during discuss

ontestg during written activities,

and in one-to-one interactiombetween

studentEr. The rating-of a child should

notLbe based on one incident alone.

Several obpervations of skill in an
'16

area might be recorded in a log or

on a check, sheet before the ,child is

rated.
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Time

Prerating

'Pestriiing

Filling out the Rating Form

The process of rating,, that is the

awareness of the child's skills by.

,

the rater, will take several months

unless a prerating is done. The actual'

marking of.the rating sheets should not
.

require`more than a day or two,

In. the case of prerating, 'the fitter

will .not have. more than a few

weeks in which to observe the children;

the:rating will be made on less in-
-1.

formatiOn than will a rating that

occurs in the spring.

In the case of the postrating, the

rater will have an entire school

year'in which 6 observe the child.

1. As the rater sits down to the

actual task of filling out the Rating

Forms found in the Cumulative Student

'Folder; the fOlbwing materials

will be needed,:

logs notes, skill check sheets, the
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..
Filling out the Rating

Form, Continued.

4.

9

child's Folder antfrom it, the

Rating Form fbr the appropriate level,

K-1, 2-4, or.5-6, the Developmental

,Profile, and the.Skill Level, Criteria'

for the appropriate grade level from

the Rater's Manual. Other sundry it me

such as writing instruments ln more

than oni*eblor may lie needed.

2. Write the,student's name on the

tab of the Cumulative Student Folder

if this is the first' Rating for thisIP

stud4nt due to 'his or her being ip.

Kindergarten or being transferred

from a school where no Rating -was done.

3. Remove the Competency Rating Scale Form

from the Folder and circle, the appro-

priate 'season found in the ppperjeft-
4

,

hand corner of the Fox pn and the. appro-

priate grade found An the upper right-

hand corner. Fill.in the student's

name and yOlir name. At this point,

it will be necessary to re_f_er_torhe



1114161-0et the Reties Skill Level Criteria from this

Fork VOntinued Manual.

4. Begin the Rating by referring to
.

the $kill Level Criteria and the first

Goal under the'Interpersonal Effectiveness

Domain. Read the Goal, the first

Developmental Objective, and the

Competencies under it:416 , Reflect on

the student's ',behavior and refer to
we

any 'notes ylkl,might h ve in the log

on this student's performance for this

Developmental Objective or specific

Competencies under it. At ihe K-1.
r

level, there are 12 Competenciel under,

the second Developmental Objective.

If you feel the child-has demonstrated

skill in none of them, circle the zero

fot rating of tVat DeIelopmental

Objective, if the child has demonstrated

skill in '4.of the Competencies, circle

the one because five divided by 12 equals'

34E which is a rating of one. 'If the 0,

child has demonstrated skill in'7 of the'

-54-
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/114.ingcutthe.Rating Competencies, circle the two. because 7

Form,,.cOntinued divided by 12 equals 58% which is a,

*Sh

rating of two.: If the'child has shOwn

skill in lb..of-the Competencies; circle

the tree because 10 divided by 12.
4:-

equals 85% which is a rating o4 3.

Each Developmental Objective has a

different number of Competenciii so be

certain. you have-the right total number
-

for determining -the child's rating for

that Develcipmentil Objective.

A detailed descripti of"this process

may be found at the nd of the part of

this section,entitled THE RATING SCALE:

,,CHOOSING A DEGREE OF PROFICIENCY, page 46.

T.

5. Complete the next Objectrve Rating

in tL"same manner. Then, to find the

77, average rating for that Goal, add the

two Ratings ad divide by,fwo. Always

divide by the number of Ratings that

went into the, sum; that \..is the same

as the number of'Developmental Objectives

for that Goal."
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Filling out the.Rating

Form, Continued

1.

C

O

1,

J

6. Continue in the same manner until

the child has been rated on all of

theaDevelopmental Objectives for the

Interpersonal Effectiveness Domain.

At-that point, 'it is necessary to find

a Domain Average Rating for the child.

To do this, sum the kati6gs,of the

Developmental Objectives, divide by

. the total number of Developmental

Objectives and reEptci-the Average D?mgin-.

Rating on the blank provided for 'it

on the Coetency Rating Scale Form

That, is found at the end of the ratings

for tha\Domain.7 The Average Domain

Rating will be.recorded on the Classroom

Profile* Rate the child on the othei two

Domains ill.the same way.

7. It is now time to transfei!the

Rating to the-Developmental Profile
e 2

graphs. First,..fill out the infor-.,

mation on the cbver sheet of the

Developmental'Profile.. This includes

the student's name, birthdate, school

and school district and location. Sign

-56-
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Filling out the ?sting the line beside the appropriate grade
,.. 3 .Form ConclUded. u level and fillin the current date.

VC

6 C .

Inthe case of a prerating and postrating,

Classroom Profile

extra dates and signatures may be crowded

)in. Locate the sheet for the Interper& A.

sonal Effectiveness Domain,. Locate.

the appropriate gle level-graph on, that

sheet. P4ce.adot on the inVrsecting

lines of the Coal letter and the average

Goal rating for that Goal on the chart.

This is obtained from the Competency

Rating Scale Form you just completed. Graph

the other Domainlitn the same way.

The 'Classroom Profile may bet used In

two ws. It may be used at the end'

of the school year as the rater aTes

the children. It may be used by 4

teacher in the fall as he or she makes

yearly pinns of a new class. It may be

completed from the end of the year

ratings or from the preratings of the

current year.

The Average Domain Ratings Aor each

student in the class are used for this
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Cresteroon:Profile

Concluded'

Profile. Several Classroom Profile )

. Charts.may be found in the Appendix

of this Manual.

Refer to the following page for am/

example partially completed Classroom

Profile Chart.

To use the Profile, complete the

identifying informat n on ,the page.

i)43Each graph represen s one of the ihree

-Domains: Interpersonal Effectiyeness,

Work and Life Skills, and Life Career

'Planning. Enter the children's names,

in alphabetical order if you wish,

on the blanks-beside the graph.

Place a dot at the intersection of the

child's name and his or her Averages Domain)

Rating ( 01 2 3) for each Domain.

When all children's ratings have been

recorded, draw lines connect the

dots for each Domain to give you a

profile of your class' standing on

the Career Guidance Skills by Domain.
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5,

COMPREHENSIVE CAREER GUIDANCE'

COMPETENCY RATING SCALE

Classroom,,Profile

Teacher Gratie O TrN2cik eb I- Year 77- 78 Date Phy )5i 1972

Student's Nate
DOMAIN..., DOMAIN DOMAIN

II IIV

0 1 2 3 H 0 1' 2 30 1 2 3
Grade. F',.4.t,, I

C,rAa One ti-i IAL a .4-
3.

.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11. . ,\

12.

13.

14. -:.
15.
11.6.

l7. ,

l8.
l9.
!O.
!1.
2.

!31,- ,
,. ",' -

!4. -

'-;.'07'14,
'," i"

. "'cH'''' " .

!8.
/

10: se 0, -
,

1

DOMAIN I - INTERPERSONAL EFFECT VENESS DOMAIN
D IN L . WO- LIFE SKILLS DOMAIN

MAIN II -LIFE CAREER PLANNING) DOMAIN
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(Circle one) COMPETENCY RATING SCALE FORM (Circle one)

Interpersonal Effectiveness Domain Kindergarten
(Grade.Pau

Student's Name

Rating Scale:

14de. limp Rif; l Rater 0 42, Temrincr.
0 1 3

Minimum Functional Mastery
No Level Level Level

Competency Competency -Competency Conipetency
0% - 30% 60% 90%

Directions: Circle the number of the Rating of the student's pirfOrmance ability for each
Objective. Determine the average ability for a Goal by dividing the sum of
scores by the number of Developmental Objectives.

A. Human Relations Skills: Behavior Affects Behavior

1. Interpersonal Relationships

2. Responses

c-
V Human Relations Skills: Friendships

1. Friendship Characteristics

C. Human Relations Skills: Expressing Opinions and Belisle

Rating Average

O 1 24D

O 43

1. Responses 0)2 3 1.0

D. Human Relations Skills: Acceptable Behaviors in Groups

1. Group Situations
3

2. Behaviors That Help or Hinder, 0 2 3

E. Relating With Significant Others: Competitiveness aniCooperativeness

1. Cooperativeness 0 1 210

1.5

2. Competitiveness 0 3..

F. Relating With Significant Others: Family Relationships

1. Roles of Family Members

2. Family Relationships: Their Own

-60-
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0. salt Validation: rorthwhileness

1. Distinguishing Factors

2. Feelings and Causes

H.. self Validation: Control Over Self and Environment

1. Moo" Things and Others

I. -Self Validation: individual Differences

1. People: Alike or Different a

Average interpersonal Effectiveness Domain Rating

01971 Georgia State Department of Educe ion

Rating Melva

0132 3.

002,3

062

014)3

The preparation of this publication was supported In whole or In part by the: U.S. Office of

o,,

Education, De (int of Health, Education and Welfare under Grant 0 9007800339.

Developed by M 'merit s. Gunderson, Nan /Ross Milnercand Earl J. Moor
University of MI url-Columbia ,
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Kindergarten

DEVELOPMENTAL PROFILE: INTERPERSONAL FECTIVENESS DOM

Grades K4

Student's Name

YeeW First Grade Year: 17 SeCond Grade Year:

mein%
IVA it
VBCDEF,GHI

Third Grade

.1

ABCDE,FGHI

Year: Fourth Grade'

A

1

4

ABCDEF GNI

A

3

0

2

1

+1.m...'

A BCD E F G HI.

Sixth Grade Year:

3

2

0+rry,
ABCDEFGHI

Fifth Grade Year:

MUNIEOM
OMM

1 NOM
ABCDEFGHI



.*1

USING THE RESULTS

OF

THE RATING SCALE

C
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USING' THE RESULTS oy7ia RATING SCALE

ThelRating Scale and the process of rating the children with it

have been thoroughly explained. You are now, no-doUbt, completely

familiar with the Goals, Developmental Objectives, and Competencies listed

in the Skill Level Criteria. It is time to address the specific value_

and use of the results obtaine through use of the Rating Scale. Your own

familiarity with the Skill Level Tteria will suggest uni ue uses to you

in your own situation. ,Jhe following suggestions are meant o y to
a

supplement yours and to present broad uses that could be employed by whole

schools, school districts, or states.

Current and Immediate' of

the Results

Future Use of the Results

Determine individual ,ktudent strengths

and weaknesses in Career Guidance.

Plan immediate curriculum changes for

individual student.

Determine the strengths and weaknesses

of a classroom group in order to flan

curriculum adaptations to meet the needs

of the group.

Monitor individual and group/progress.

There are no standardized guidelines for

the evaluation of students' incorporatiim

of careir guidance concepts into their
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Futur(Uae of the

Results, Continued

,

lives. There are no set standards for

mastary. Thip-r14 leaves open the need

4
OPfor establishing the levels that can

rp stically be pipected.of children'

in various grade levels, of various

ages, of various socio-economic

st us, of various ability, etc.

Co Co c enlious use oh * Rating Scale

can provide empirically based expectancies,

developmental stages In career education

i

concepts, use a sound basis for
,.:.-

sequencing and modificat n of e5e
4

curriculum, and a basis f r determining

the methods of judging of,student mastery.

For example, some decision needs to be

made regarding the use of the objectivesA

stated by developmental level; should

44.1 be taught to all grades in that

developmental level or should they be

specified to be taught at spicific

grade levels.

A Guidance Department or Curriculum

Director in the school system may want vi

-64-
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Future Use of the

Resq. , Concluded

6

systematically gather the results of

the Rating Scale in order to assess needs

oilstudents at different levels and

to establish school-wide expectancies

for students in career gzidance conceptd.

The Competency Rating Scale provides a set of guidelines for the in-

fusion of career guidance concepts into the school curriculum. It can only

be as effective as those who use it allow it to be. It will be ineffective

if merely regarded as an exercise with the results lidden in filing cabinets

from April to April. It can be very effective if used ta'individualize

instruction, enrich classroom activities, enhance interpersonal, work,

And life skills for both teacher and students and to bring IIIy focus the

idea that education is more than the three r's The Rating Scale can

be an exciting new tool in the hawls of educat1rs who wish to grow and see

their students become more effective people.

7

I

As1
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APPENDIX

7
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t9tff;EnIztatATINg SCALE

Cross-Reference Chart

he foltowing chart presents a cross-reference of the original Georgia"
goal assification with the goal classificati that is used in the Com-

e

prehensive Career Guidance Program. Under the eorgia GoalClasqification
System column below, the numbered goals are th se used by the Georgia
Statewide Testing Program (Geoigia Criterion-Referenced Tests). The lettered
goals are those that were added by the Comprehensive Career Guidance Project.

Domain Goal Classification System Georgia Goal ossification
i

System

Interperional

Effectiveness

A
B

C

D
E

F

G

H
+I

5

A
B
6

D
-C

2

1

Work and Life
Skills

A
B

C

D

E

F

H

I

J

K

F
15

7

14
19
10
13

4

9
12
11

Life Career
Planning

A

B

C

D

F

C

H

I

J

-67-
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COMPR1ENENSIVE CAREER GUIDANCE
COMPETENCY RATING SCALE

. Overview Chart

Kindergarten - Sixth Grade

A

o.

Developmental
Level K-1 2-4

,,:

5-6

( interpersonal
Effeativeness°
Domain

9 Goals
Objectivett

76 petencies

.

9 Coals
17 Objectives
97 Competencies

. -.

9 Goals M.
18 Objectives

101 Competencies

Work and Life
Skills Domain

a s
.22 Objectives

55 Competencies

11 als
) 27 Objectives

75 Competencies

'',3

11 Goals
17 Objectives
59 Competencies

Life Caree
Planning,/

.

Domain 1

10 Goals
16 Objectives
64 Competencies

10 Goals
22 Objectives

121 Competencies

10 Goals
17 Object

116 Compet
yes
ncies

1

Developmental
Level Totals

30 Go is
52 Objectives

205 Competencies

30 Goals
66 Objectives

293 Competencies

30 Goals
52Objec ives

276 Competencies

Total: 30 Goals * 170 Objectives * 774 Competencies



COMPREHENSIVE CAREER GUIDANCE

GOALS AND DEVELOPMENTAL OBJECTIVES

OVERVIEW

KINDERGARTEN THROUGH SIXTH GRADE

DOMAIN: ---IlakRPERSONAL EFFECTIVENESS

A. The students will be able-1 recognize that their behaviOr-toward
others affects other's behavior toward them.

K-1: 1. The students will be aware of the various interpersonal
relationships in their lives. 1

The students will be awareof the different types of
responses they use in int,irpersonal relationships.

2-4: 1. The students will understand the different types of
responses they use in interpersonal relationships.

. The students will be awa7 of how the actions of others
affe t their behavior .

N5-6: 1. The studeats will be aware of how their actions affect
the behavior of others.

2. The students will be aware of the relationship between
Actions and respons

B. The students will be able to demonstrate an understanding of the process
lbf making and keeping friendships.

K-1: 1. The students will be aware of the skills and characteristics
that make up a friendship. L,

2-4: 1. The students will understand what skills and characteristics
make up a friendship.

2. The students will be aware of the process of making and
and keeping friendships.

5-6: 1. The students will underdt7d thOtproCessiOf making and
keeping friendships.
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2. The students will evaluate the effectiveness of their
town friendship

1. The students will be able to demonstrate an awareness of the
variious methods of expressing their opinions and beliefs.

K-1: 1.. The students will be aware of different types of rebp6nses.

2-4: .1. The students will be aware of what constitutes an opinion,
a belief, and a faCt.

2. The students will be aware that all people have
opinions and beliefs.

3. The students will be aware of the various methods of
expressing opinions and beliefs.

.

5-6: 1. The students wi4 understand the various methods of
expressing opinions and beliefs.

The students will evaluate their own methods of expressing
opinions and beliefs.

D. The students will be able to identify socially acceptable behaviorsoccuring in a group situation.

K-1: '1. The students will be aware of various group

2. The students will be aware of those. behaviors chat help
or hinder group cooperation and effectiveness.

2-4: 1. The students will understand those-behaviors that help
or hinder group cooperati n and effectiveness.

2. The students will be aware that 'those, behaviors which heW,
the grourOto function incl e observing the rights of self'

1and others.

5-6: 1. The students 141)1 understand the relationship tetWeen the
rights of\self and the rights of others in group situations.

2. The students will be aware of the characteristic behavior
patterns (rages) that develop as a part of groWinteraction.1

3. The Students will be aware of their own - behaviors in group
interactions.
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4,1

The students will be able to recognize the effects of competitiveness
and cooperativeneSs with both peers and adults.

1K-1: 1. The students will be aware of what constitutes cooperativeneis.

2. The students will be aware of what constitutq competitteness.-

2-4: l; The students will be aware of the resultril ofc operativeness.

16 2. The students will be aware of the results of competitiveness.

5-6: 1. The students will understand the-eff?cts of their
cooperativeness with both peers-and adults.

2. The students; trill understand the effects of their com-
petitiveness with both'peers and adults.

. The students will be, aware of the differenceslend similarities
between competitiveness and cooperativeness. -41

F. The students will be able td recognize the value and process of
establishing an effective relationship with their farm ies.

K-1: 1. The students will be aware of the roles of
of their families.

member

2. The students will be aware of their family relationships.

2-4: 1. The students will be aware of the process of establishing
effective family relationships.

5-6: 1. The students will understand the process of establishin?
effective family relationships.

2. The students will be aware of the results that come from
having effective family relationships.

\\
/ G. The students will b able to achieve feelings of worthwhileness.

K-1: 1. The students will b aware of factors that distintuish
4

.

self from others.

2. The students will be awaV of fdblings andity0Wcauses.

2-4: 1. The students will be aWart of the activities they peform
that make them feel worthwhile.
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2. The students will be aware of.,personal characteristics
that make them feel worthwhile.

'5-6: 1. The students will be aware of methods of attaining feelings
of worthwhileness in relation to other people.

2. The students will understand their own feelings of
worthwhileness.

H. The students will belable to recognize that they can exercise some
control over themselves and their environment. 4

K-1: 1. The students:will be aware that they affect things and
others aroOnd them.

,

2-4: 1. The students will be aware of situations wheie they have
some control over themselves.

2) The students will be aware of situations where they have
some control over their environment. '441r

;

5-6: 1. The students will be aware of factors involVed in the_
proCess of controlling themselves anetheir eviio ent.

I. The students will be able to -dehnstrate an understan ng that all
individuals, including themselves, have ,different varying personal
,charaeteristics,and abilities which distinguish t Ozone another,
and that certain of these chaiacteristics and abi tiei may change

; from time to time.

/W-1: 1.
4

The students will be aware of ways that people are like\
ana/6r different from them.

. The students will be aware o4characteristiC bhavior
patterns' and abilities in other individuals and in self: i

576:1. The students will undeistand about c s t atotcur.in -
characteristic behaviors and abili of sell and/or

N 4..

others pver time,

d

DOMAIN: WORK AND LIFE SKILLS

0
A. The etude is will be ab to identify cons that are used

in daily, hying.

I
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K-1: 1. 't-he students will be aware Of what a consumer is and
what het4he does.

2-4: 1. The students will be aware of the consumer skills-that they
use in their own daily living.

,
d

,

t

5.40::' 1..- Th4sehdents will understand the vaAous cOnsumer'skills
tgatare used and needed',by different coniumer groups

C.,

.)

11

,.._ / fb .

B. The see4ents will be able to identify the relevancy of school subject

.

.

matter and.other school experiences to community, home, leisure,
and occdOations.

lb

a

41.

R-, r 1. The students will be aware of-the school academic and
social experiences at their grade level.

2. The students will be aware of hoje school academic and
social experiences relate to,the ac pities of family
members in the home.

2-4:

5-6: 1.

-
1. The students will be aware of he school academic and

social experiences at .their g ade lev 1.

2. fhe sttalents.,will understand how sclio 1 academic and
it,

social experiences relate to the "r e of citizen in the
community.

The students will be aware of the school academic and
social areas at their.graderlevel.

2. The students will understand how school academic anp social
areas rela e to the role of worker on the jop,

The students will understand how, school academic and
'social areas relate to the leisur participant.

4 The st dents will be able to_reeognize th
id;he perforwz,a-tand.will be abbe
whim people depend on each other to perf

4.-; 'The students will be aware of ac
can partimipate.

,A4

2-4: Althe students will.be. aware of ac
need their help.

zks

7 3-

Rr

others depend on them,
to identify situiltions

rm certain tasks._

fivities in which they

tivities in which others



401 J/
5-6: 1. The students will understand situations. where people are

dependent upon each other to accomplish a task.

D. - 7he students will be able to recognize the value (personal rewards)'
Which comes from a task we I done.

K -1:. 1. The students will, e aware-of tasks that they are able to
accomplish.

2 -4: I. Of the' ,asks they are able to accomplish, the-studehts will
be aware of those they do we k'.

The students will be aware of their personal criteria or.

ouccessfulstask acco -lishment.

The students will understand the personal rewards available
Pwhen a 'task is One well-

b E. The students willf'be able to recognize that tasks h4e a 'PurPoseand

1!)--

at steps are f Ilow in completin% a teak. /___
,

,

.#
1: 1. The, s wi41 be aware-of tasks carried out by themselves.

t

2. Th Students will be aware of the purpo e of those tasks
9,-,------7---carigdoutby_themselVes an. . ers.

2-10, 1. The students be
and otriele.

)1+ 2. The students w
out by themsel

O. The studgnts w
'accomplishment.

5-6: 1. The students
steps i

1 tinder

and o

11 be

f tasks ca, ied out by thraelves.
'

d the 0.1
hers.;

the tasks carried

are of the maNr processes to task

41)

stand thec major rojcsses arfit the
k accomplishment:

F. The students will be able to recognize certain personal characteristics%v ,

thattre related to job'fieldS% ,.

K-1: 1.- The students will be aware Of various lobs.
4

2-4: 1. The students will be aware of variouIll'ob categories.

2, The students will bel'aware of various personl

, -_______..
--,

. -74-
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..

3:- The atudnts will be_ aware of how some, personal- characteris iCa.
can relate to job fields. . .4e -

4 .
.0. ,5-6: IL. The students Will understand how some persodal characteristics . .

*...
relate tlfjob fields. I

....

2. The students will be aware of .the importance of this ielaticonship-between personal characteristics and job choir`

G. The stUd ts will be able o distingUish between work and leisure time\IIR

- .
activities.

.

K-1: 1. The :**Oilts wiabeaware of wbarwork
...)-

---,..,
"--,2. The studvs will be,aviare of what leisuremeans.

' l.,
. k -,',' . . ,... al

3. The students,011 be aware of various work actiyities.
. . '- ... .

,..
4. The st entSiyill'be.aware of various,Ieisurepline activitiee.

/
,

, .

r2-4: 1. The stu ntA will understand the difference between work
and leis re:

, *

dents. The st UdentS will be aware of various work<!roles.

411t*--
0 \ ,

. The students will be aware of.various leisure roles.

4. The students wil be aware'of how. their work arid leisure
time activitieo'ha /,are /aid Dili change.

. -

1. -The students wilt understand the similarities and
differences between' -work and leisure time activities.

)
,

.

.

.

H1 The students wifill be able to recognize that respeci la due to-others
for the cop6-1butions they make in they'Various roles and when their

,re'. work is well
FL
ncine;..regardleas of its nature.

. ! . ,
-

? ,, P

(K-1: The students will-be aware of the work roles of people

\i,

,

2. he students will be aware that
,.

around them.. ,

I

each\work role Was a purp6se.
.

.

. \

, . .

,0
3), The students 0111,b ware of the meaning.of respect.

e.

2:-44 L. qhe-students.will be,aware of the purposes .of variOuipax
roles.
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, 2. The students will understand the effects of quality work.

. The students will'be aware Wat respect is due others for
work that iis well done. - e..,

...,..

, .

1
5-6: 1. The students will understand the purpose&of vPOUs work'

roles.
'

2. The students will understand that respect is due to others
for work that is well done, regardless of the nature of that
work.

s;

I. TV students will be able to recognize that all people'perform some
type. of work.

K=1: 1. The studentswill be aware of what work means.

2. The studentd will be aware of various work

3. The students'wiil be ware that. faMily Members work.

2 -4:' 1. .The dtUdents.will understand..mhat work means.

2. The students -will be aware of how they and other students
l*rk. e .

5-6: 1 ,/Thestudents will understands various.work roles and activities
performed by others.

J. -The students will be Ale to recognize that work roled May change during
one's career or that a worker may have multiple roles at-the same time'.

K-1: 1. The students will be -aware that change does take place
throughout their

,,2. The students will be aware of what a worker is.

2-4: 1. The students will be aware of what a "work role" means.

2. The students will be aware of what constitutes a career.

3. The students will be aware that .a Oange in work roles can
take place during one's career.

r.

5-6: The students will underttand variouswark roles and
activities performed by Others. ,i14; -6S

-v
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The students will be aware that a worker may have multiple
roles at the same time.

The students will be able to recognize that there are families
(clusters) of jobs which relate to one another and that one's, interests
and abilities can relate to several jobs as a result.

K-1: 1. The students will be aware of various jobs.

et-

2. The students will be aware that some job fields relate to
other job fields.

2-4: 1. The students will be aware of vaftous job Clusters.

2. The'students will understand that some jabs relate to other
jobs:

3. TheCatudents will be aware of how. and abilities
relate to job clusters.

5-6: 1. The studep 11 understand how interests and abilities
relate to j(313-0.users.

1.

2. The students will tie aware that interests and abilities
can relate to several jobs.

DOMAIN: LIFE CAREER PLANNING

A. The students will be able to recognize that attitudes and values
affect decisions, actions, and life styles.

K-1: . The students wiell be aware of what attitudes and values
,sf, are.

2 'The students will be aware that attitudes and values exist
for everyone. '

,71

-4: -1. The students will understand what attitudes and value are.

2. ,T6 students will understand that attitudes and values
exist for'eyeryone.

g

3. The students will be:44are of how attitudes and valuea
affect deciAsions and actions:

a



5-6: 1. The students will be aware of various life styles.

2.1 The studenta:will be aware of how attitudes and values
affect decisions-and life styles.

B. The studentswill.be able to recognize that they'make decisions and
that their lives are influenced by decisiOna made by themselves anti
by others.

.

.K-1: 1. The, students will lie aware of what decision-making means.

2. The students will be aware that everyone makes decisions.
,

_

i,

2-4:
-..-)

1. The students will be aware of the decision-making process.

2. The students will be aware of how their lives are influenced
by the decisions they like.

5-6: 1. The students will be aware of how their lives have been,
are and will be influenced by the decisions they make:

2. The students will be aware of how their lives are influenced
by deCisions made -6v others..

C. The students will ke able to recognize that there n be Aternative
decision-making courses, with differing consequences

K-1: 1. The students willibe aware of what decision-making means.
4

2. The students will be aware that.everyone makes decisions`.-

: 1. The students will be aware Of the decision-making process.

2. The students will bd'aware of the relationship between
_decisions and consequences.

The, students will undeiatand the relationship' between
alternative decision-Making courses and ,consequences.

2.' The students will tinderstan0 about the ,choiees, within
decision-making courses and their differingboilisequences.

4,1
D. The students will be able to recognize that "planning" leads to more

effective performance than does chance or "trial and error" approachto a task. AL.
1

4

K-1: 1. The students will be aware of the planding process.

a
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2. The students will be aware of the trial and error approach'
to -a task. .

2-4: 1. The students will understand the planning process.
.

,

2. The students will
i

Understand the trial and error approach
to a task.

3. , The-students will understand'the similarities and differences
between the planning process and She trial and error process
in task accomplish*nt.

5-6: 1. The students will understand that the Olnping process is
a more effective approach for task accomplishment than trial
and error.

E. The students will be able to demonstrate effective study and learning
skills.

K-1: 1. The student's will be aware of what constitutes effective
study and learning skills.

.

2-4: Is The studerit will understand what constitutes effective
study and earning skills.°

2. The studts will understand how, their effective study skillis
apply in a study situation.

5-6: 1. The students will be aware of how their effective study
skills combine to form a studylsystem.

2. The students will understand the importance oaf developing -
their own effective study system.

, .F. The students will be able to employ listening and speaking skills
that allow for involvement in classroom discussions and activities.

K-1: 1. The students will be aware of liltening skills and how to
use them in the classroom.'

2. The studentg' Will be aware' of speaking skills and how to
use them in the classroom.

2-4: 1. The students will understand listening skills and how to r
use them in the classroom.

Of
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2. The students will understand speaking skills and how to
use them in the classroom.

54: 1. The students will understand the applications
skills and how to use them in the classroom.

2. The students will understand the applications
skills and how to use them in the classroom.'

of listening

of speaking

G. The students will be able to realistically evaluate ability, progress,
and methodsrOf improvement in various subject Areas.

_ .

K-1: 1. The studentS All be aware of various methods of
.eValuafion.

5-6:

1. The student:2i will undertitnd various methods of evaluation:.

2. the students will be'eward of tiaTious methods of Improvement
in subject areas.

The students vii erstand how to 'apply various methods of
evaluation in determining-ability, prog s, and, the
effectiveness of methods of improvement Iri various subject :
areas.

H. The students will be able to recognize how individual abilities aid
in accomplishing different tasks.

K-1: 1. The students will be aware
and ottiers.

2-4: 1. The students will Ile aware
in themselygo and ott s

of the abilities of themselves

N

of the development of abilities,

2. The students will be ware of how the abilities of themselves
and others can contribute to the success of daily routine.

N4"0

5-6: 1. The students will understand, hold-individual ability differences
contribute to the cOmpletionspecific tasks::

I. The students-Will be able to recognize thalearriing occurs in all

K-1: 1. The students will be aware ofvhat.constitutes learning:

2. The students,Fill be aware that arning takes place in their
daily lives.

types of, life situations.

t

f.

,. I
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2-4: 1. The students will be awareaware of the various methods of

learning.

2. The students will understand about various situations in th r

74
own lives where learning takes place by different methods.

5-6: ,l. The students will understand the learning process.

2. The students will be aware of the learning that takes
place in the life situattons of others.

. The students will be able to appreciate the value of clarifYingliand
expanding their interests and capabilities.

(-K-1: 1. The students will be aware of their interests and
capabilities.

- -2- 1. The students will be aware of factors that influence
interests and capabilities.

The sfUdents will be aware that interests and capabilities
can change.i

5-6: 1. 7he:students will be awake of how interests and,cepabilities
0,enheeXicoandeet.' ';'117(.

/ ... .-4,4k,i
, .

2. The studenes-will beware of the consequences of- expanding
interests and capabilities.

ti

O
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Teacher

COMPREHENSIVE CAREER GUIDANCE

COMPETENCY RATING SCALE

Classroom Profile

Student's Name

Year

DOMAIN
I L-

01 2 3,
1.

2.

3..

4. xl t*''

5.

6.
t

7.

8. 4

9.
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L 1 .
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L5.
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7.
8.
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2

2

2

2

3
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DOMAIN 1.1I-f

Date
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II ' III
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Teacher

'COMPREHENSIVE CAREER GUIDANCE

. COMPETENCY RATING SCALE

Classroom Profile

Student's Name

Year Date

DOMAIN DOMAIN DOMAIN
I II III

0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3
1.

2.

It3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.
.

.

.0.

!1.

2.

t3. .,

.4.

15.

16.
lqh17.

18.

19.

0.
11

!I.

!2.

'3. ,

!4.

V,5.

!6.

!7.
.

'8.

9.

DOMAIN I INTERPERSONAL EFFECTIVEN
DOMAIN II WORK AND LIFE SKILLS DOMAIN
DOMAIN III LIFE.CAREER PLANNING DOMAIN

4';

0 1.2 3
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Teacher

COMPREHENSIVE CAREER( OIDANCE

COMPETENCY GATING SCALE

Classroom Profile

Student's Name

Year Date'

DOMAIN_ oomw DOMAIN
I II III

0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 0- 2 31. -
2. .
3. .

4.
5. .

L

6.
7. ,
8. , _

9.
o. ,

1.
2.

3.

(v.

5. ..
, ..

6.
-.7. .

8.
.0

20.
,'1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
oh,6. .

7.

8.

R.
O.

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

DOMAIN'T - INTERPERSONAL EFFECTIVENESS DOMAIN
DOMAIN II WORK AND LIFE SKILLS DOMAIN
DOMAIN III LIFE CAREER PLANNING DOMAIN -
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e,,.. 2-4: 1: Thestuderkts'vill be aware. of the various ,methods Of-
-- learning. . , ,

a .
- e_ 1 .

.

2." The Students will' understaiid about Various' situations in -their
_ . . . .

. own lives sfhere- -learning\ takes place by different methods.
, - . .

1 . .L The steidetiti: will, understand the ieazt ng xoceis.

. .

.6-6:.

% 2. Th6. sidilenxs, will be aWare of' the learning; that takes
1.,

i
, 3' ' . r 0 16,trlace'. in the life :situations of others:

...St . .1 ... A. I( "

J. The. students will-Us atle to.:appreciatm.lhe, yalue of Clarifynil . and:
expliding- their interests and capatiilltres.? ' ' ,.,_ - ,eic

IC-1:

1/4

lc ;" The students will awar,),(6`i- thefi-iaterests and
.-capiibilitieEf. - ', ..t - , . .. ". ,...e . . . : , _ , ..., ..

lif The sroiden4ts wiir be iiWare ''t f f oc tors -that; influence
inAerersts, anecapab.iliSies. - .

4
.

2. The students will., be a re -theit.:interes4. and capabilities,
can charige. A

5-6: 1. yille'stude.Rts will he aware'-of -how 1..atey,esfs and capabilities
can bir-expanded. ,"-*. .., 1- - .., "' t ,, , .,

. ...
,t

' 2. The- students will be aware. of the consequences of expandingr interests and capabilities, . ' . S'
,

,
,4;

0
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:COMPREHENSIVE .CAREER GalVANCE

COMPETENCY RATING SCALE.

-A Classroom Profile

Student's Name

Year Date'.
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COMPREHENSIVE CAREER GUIDANCE

COMPETENCY RATING SCALE

Classroom Profile

Stildent's,Iraie

Year Date
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.COMPREHENSIVE CAREER GUIDANCE

COMPETENCY RATING SCALE

Classroom Profile

Student's Name

Year Date
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